MINUTES

March 29, 2007

The College Curriculum Committee met at 9:30am in the Civil and Environmental Engineering conference room. The Committee members who were present at the meeting (alphabetically):

Dr. Rebecca Anderson, Biomedical Engineering
Dr. Yiding Cao, Mechanical and Materials Engineering
Dr. Joe Chow, Industrial and Systems Engineering
Dr. Bill Kraynek, Computing and Information Sciences
Prof. Jose Mitrani, Construction Management
Dr. Berrin Tansel, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Hao Zhu, Electrical and Computer Engineering

Guests:
Dr. Kia Makki, Industrial and Systems Engineering

New Business

[1.0] Catalog Change Requests Approved:

[1.1] Changes in the Computer/Information Sciences Undergraduate Catalog, Addition of Introduction to Computing as a required course for BS in Information Technology, CIS, Bill Kraynek.

[1.2] Changes in the Computer/Information Sciences Undergraduate Catalog, Addition of Introduction to Computing and Senior Design as required courses for BS in Computer Science, CIS, Bill Kraynek.

[2.0] New Courses Proposals Returned to Department for Clarification:

[3.0] Course Change/Deletion Request Approved Subject to Modifications:

[3.1] BME 4730, Analysis of Self-Regulation and Homeostasis in Biosystems, BME, Rebecca Anderson.
[3.2] EEL 3110, Circuit Analysis, ECE, Jean Andrian.
[3.3] EEL 3111, Circuits I, ECE, Jean Andrian.
[3.6] EEL 3303L, Electronics I Laboratory, ECE, Jean Andrian.

[4.0] Course Proposals Withdrawn:


Old Business

[5.0] New Courses Remain Tabled:

[5.2] EEL 4XXX, Introduction to Hardware Description Languages (HDL), ECE, Subbarao Wunnava.
[5.5] CCE 4XXX, Heavy Concreting, CEE, Caesar Abi.
Regarding items [5.4] and [5.5], the chairs and the faculty are encouraged to meet and clarify their objections.


[6.0] **New Program Request Remain Tabled:**

[6.1] Proposal for a new graduate degree program (M.S.) for the School of Computing and Information Sciences, CIS, Masoud Milani. This item remains tabled. Industrial Engineering has corresponded with the School of Computing and Information Sciences regarding this issue and progress has been made.

The meeting adjourned at 10:30 pm. The next committee meeting is April 12, 2007 at 1:00pm.

Dr. Rebecca Anderson, Secretary  
Dr. Berrin Tansel, Chair